
KBOR academic rules should apply to athletic programs
Kansas funds to the State Universities distributed by KBOR 
needs to be spent on viable programs. This should apply to 
athletics, so only athletic program that can meet two or more 
of the following four criteria should be kept:

1) Be able to pay for itself from ticket sales of events or TV/radio 
broadcast rights.
2) The athletes that the athletic program produces, 25% should go into 
Kansas professional sports teams.
3) Athletic students should make a salary in that sports of 2x poverty 
level after leaving the University.
4) Student attendance of each sports program for the year, where 25% 
of home game seats are for students and these must be occupied 50% 
or more since because if the student body has no interest in the event, 
then there is no reason to have the athletic program.



Some exceptions needed for equality rules:

I like going to baseball, attended 3 
games in 2023 at Eck stadium: see 
picture.

The student attendance is low, and the 
seats are almost always empty, as seen 
in the picture.
Compared to Women's softball which 
has a large turnout and good student 
attendance. (yes, I went to one game 
with my youngest daughter)
Hence Women's softball would save the 
Men’s baseball program for equality 
reasons.



Pause Sports Stadium Construction
• Many Universities that had major 

financial problems cite the 
collapses due to overspending in 
construction.

• I suggest the Faculty Senate ask the 
University to pause and reconsider 
the massive sports facility 
constructions planned.

• We should not over build and waist 
money we may later regret.

• Leaving Cessna Stadium as is and 
fix up the one remaining section of 
seating is more than enough for 
the next 10 or 20 years.

Concrete pillars for press box can be used to 
support the metal structure of tiered seating.
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